Enabling the e-learning journey
for all your schools
Safeguarding nationwide internet rollouts by
fixing the connectivity problem

Tackle the urban-rural
digital divide

Caching customers in
155 countries

The world’s specialist in
caching for schools

THE OBJECTIVE: Transform national education outcomes by travelling the e-learning journey
THE PROBLEM:

Connectivity issues always make the journey harder and slower

THE ANSWER:

Wherever they are on the journey, however much connectivity they have now, schools
everywhere benefit from deploying CACHEBOX. From then on, the journey will be faster

APPLIANSYS:

The world-leading specialist helping national education authorities to deploy caching
successfully and cost-effectively:
• A total package to ensure successful nationwide deployment
• The only caching solution truly fit for a school — CACHEBOX
• All-in-one network applicance EDUGATEBOX helps schools get online for the first time

The e-learning journey is long: connectivity is an issue at all stages
National Education Authorities must work hard across
multiple pillars and in parallel, developing assessment,
teacher capacity building, the provision of more
devices, content, connectivity and more.
Every nation is on this journey with ambitions to do more
at every stage - more lessons, more transformative
practices, more student device time. It is a long,
complex, expensive process that takes many years.

Caching is highly effective at
handling school internet traffic
CACHEBOX is a low cost, specialised appliance
that is installed in each school and radically
improves the efficiency with which the internet
connection is used.

Today, progress can be far more rapid than it was for
nations that set out on the journey 20 years ago, if you
fix the connectivity problem:
• Insufficient connectivity will slow your journey, or
even throw it off course
• But building connectivity is expensive and takes
a long time
• Whenever you increase bandwidth supply,
demand in schools will soon leap ahead of it again
• And at every stage there is the risk of the most
rural schools being left behind
To unlock the promise of digital transformation, every
nation must fix the connectivity problem for schools.

Caching impacts everything, by ensuring sufficient connectivity at least cost

NATIONAL
OUTCOMES

Transformed learning and teaching delivers
• Digital literacy for all
• 21st Century meta-skills
• Equitable access to education in rural areas
With caching, will be faster and cost less

Crucial for the e-learning journey to proceed
• Get content into classrooms
• Allow central monitoring and intervention
• Allow collaboration between schools

CONNECTIVITY

• they can be connected sooner, no need
to wait for fibre rollout;

ApplianSys takes care of the details that make
national caching deployments straight-forward:
• Design a rapid, cost-effective fleet roll-out

Caching reduces risk of failed initiatives
Vital for success

Caching ensures sufficient connectivity at least cost

As a result, rural schools don’t get left behind:
• smaller, lower-cost connections properly
support whole-class e-learning;

• unconnected schools make meaningful
progress along the e-learning journey.

Key pillar

Fixes the connectivity problem
• “Connectivity = bandwidth alone” a recipe for failure

So, by intelligently storing a copy of the first
request and re-using that content, CACHEBOX
works particularly well in schools, helping to slash
last-mile bandwidth requirements for all schools.

By combining caching with a raft of advanced
schools-focused functions and features,
CACHEBOX and EDUGATEBOX radically improve
connectivity for remote rural schools.

With caching, success will be greater, sooner!

E-LEARNING
JOURNEY

• Most of the content accessed is ‘repeat
requests’

Deploying CACHEBOX is a quick, low-cost
intervention that will accelerate every stage of
your e-learning journey.

National development boosted
• 21st Century skills in the workplace drive the economy
• More educated citizens enhance civil society and better politics
• Reduced inequality reduces risk of national instability

Delivered by

All schools share unique traffic characteristics:
• Most learning content is requested in a huge
demand spike in the first minutes of a lesson

CACHING

• Establish and support a centralised
management service – the only approach
that makes sense for national rollouts.

Transforming e-learning with 1Mbps satellite links
EDUGATEBOX allows first-time
connected Ecuadorian schools
to use online digital resources for
whole-class activities.
Combined with a 1Mbps satellite connection,
EDUGATEBOX contains everything the project needs
in one small appliance – cache, firewall, traffic
shaper, WiFi – for 50-150 concurrent users. It is saving
99% of the data it takes to access MINEDUC content.
Teachers can share content with students via a
simple on-board content repository and usage data
can be sent back to the ministry.

Whilst home-schooling, students come to the
schoolyard with their devices and connect to the
WiFi to download their assignments. In the evenings,
bandwidth is shared for community use.
With the connectivity problem fixed, Educational
Psychologist Victoria Teran is working with MINEDUC
to deliver light but powerful teacher interventions to
accelerate e-learning adoption.
Scan the QR code to
hear Victoria’s first-person
account.

Read
more

Caching enables teachers to use e-learning effectively on 4G
In Senegal, schools had devices
and content, but limited internet
capacity blocked whole-class
student access to video. Only two
teachers were keen to use the computer lab.
CACHEBOX made whole-class e-learning a reality.
• Internet performance is no longer a blocker to
adoption of online learning
• All students can use online video at the same
time on their own devices, studying at their own
pace for better comprehension and retention

• Every teacher now wants to use IT in their
classes. Teachers are freed to support students
• Lesson objectives are reached in record time.
Students developing 21st Century skills.
ApplianSys are now working with the Senegalese
Ministry of Education to roll out CACHEBOX nationally
as part of its digital transformation programme.
Senegalese teachers
described their experience
with CACHEBOX in a video:
scan the QR code to view.

Read
more

ApplianSys is the education caching specialist
For over 20 years, ApplianSys has safeguarded nationwide internet rollouts to schools by fixing the connectivity
problem which exists for schools in the developing world, and in remote schools everywhere.
Because of our global experience over this time, we understand the critical success factors not just for our
own specialist area and technology. We have seen lessons learned on the whole range of factors which you
must manage for national success on the e-learning journey.

“ApplianSys makes big claims about ’Fixing The Connectivity Problem’,
and from where I’m sitting, I can fully endorse those claims. By fixing the
connectivity problem, CACHEBOX properly supports our e-learning goals.”
Ahmed Afzal, Minister of State for Communication Science and Technology, Maldives
We would be delighted to meet with you and your team for a brief explanation of why our specialist area is vital to
your plans, and identify whether we can help you as you develop your national initiatives. Visit us at EWF stand S14.
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